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Verify
Verify from GlobalVision is a next-generation web inspection application designed to streamline document 
comparisons as work moves through the asset development process. Built for faster and more integrated 
quality reviews, Verify delivers intuitive text, spelling, and image inspections to catch any deviations that 
may have occurred between revisions. 

The Verify platform is built for integration with existing workflows, allowing users to seamlessly connect 
Verify with their artwork management systems and other platforms. 

Reduce proofing time by %89

Accelerate approvals by comparing proofs against approved content

Eliminate proofreading delays by reducing the number of revisions required for quality approvals

Business Benefits
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Reduce the review process by %40

Catch all text, spelling, and image deviations in one complete inspection

Accelerate the MLR review by ensuring that text and graphics are accurately transcribed from 
reference materials
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Reduce the time it takes to verify changes by %33

Inspect content at every stage of the creation process to ensure no errors were created 

between revisions

Track changes and deviations with annotated reports for each inspection
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To learn more about Verify from GlobalVision, contact info@globalvision.co 
or visit globalvision.co/contact-us

Additional Features:
Smart Zoning tool to perform targeted inspections on complex documents

Spellcheck tool to detect any spelling errors within live text

Ability to automatically group identical di�erences

Import annotations on source documents to guide the inspection process

Download PDF reports or export annotations directly to an integrated AMS
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Seamlessly integrates with artwork management systems and other platforms

Fast onboarding and training process

Streamlined user experience with a simple and intuitive interface

A customer-centric development process that allows for rapid innovation

Verify Features
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Integration Ability
Developed for workflow integration, GlobalVision’s APIs allow users to integrate Verify with 
their existing workflows, creating a secure transition between products to further streamline 
the creation process.

IT Benefits

Run quality inspections directly within the file creation and approval workflow

Securely share files, data, and comments between platforms

Easily communicate changes between departments with annotated reports

Create a seamless audit trail for all document changes
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Out-of-the-box API integrations

Browser-based application with no installation required

Supports Google Chrome and Safari

Hosted on Amazon Web Services for a secure environment
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